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Energy Markets, Energy Storage, Tariff, Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

 
During the March 8, 2021 Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF) meeting, MISO discussed the 
initial evaluation results.  Stakeholder feedback is requested on the results and recommendations 
presented. 
 
https://www.misoenergy.org/stakeholder-engagement/stakeholder-feedback/dertf-evaluate-
framework-ir070-20210201/dertf-initial-evaluation-results-ir070-20210308/ 
 
 
The Organization of MISO States’ Distributed Energy Resources Working Group (OMS DERWG) 
appreciates the opportunity to submit the following comments in response to MISO’s feedback request 
regarding both the recommendation for the geographic scope of DER-aggregations, as well as the 
proposed use the Dispatchable Intermittent Resource (DIR) and  Energy Storage Resources (ESR) Market 
Participation models for the evaluation framework. This feedback does not represent the position of the 
OMS Board of Directors.  
  
 
Evaluation Framework:  
 
OMS DERWG is engaged and has interest in ensuring that a robust market participation option(s) is 
developed for DER-aggregations. At this time, with the existing constraints both in time and technology, 
it appears that using both the Dispatchable Intermittent Resource and Energy Storage Resources model 
types for the basis to begin discussion is reasonable. However, OMS DERWG would like to ensure that 
MISO and stakeholders look at these models comprehensively, and as Order 2222 requires, that MISO 
designs a participation model that can accommodate the attributes that a DER-A can provide. OMS 
DERWG is cognizant that designing such the ‘right’ model may not be achievable in the fourteen-month 
period. As we evaluate the DIR and ESR models, and discuss and learn more about DER-A's potential, it 
will inform how future models will need to be designed and potentially what new technological 
requirements MISO, distribution utilities, and states will need. OMS DERWG sees this as an iterative 
process, while we move toward short term compliance, we need to ensure we are learning, and staying 
flexible for what we may need or design in the future. Input on how a phased approach and how we 
track and return to this conversation may be useful for MISO to articulate to the DERTF.   
 
 Additionally, consideration on how the new Order 2222-A, and 719/719-A NOI will affect use of the 
product types, how expanded use of demand response aggregation, and the potential for use or 
streamlining of DRR 1 and DRR2 will be needed. Based on the reading of the 719/719-A NOI and Order 
2222 language, we need to be aware of what changes may occur if FERC removes the state’s ability to 
authorize DER-A opt-outs and verify there aren’t barriers or conflicts between various market 
participation options for DER resource types in the DR products if there is an increase in usage of either 
option. These recent FERC issuances also highlight the importance of completing the ARC tariff revisions 
started in ER20-2591, as gaps between existing ARC processes and future DERA processes could result in 
unequal treatment between standalone aggregated DR versus DR included in a heterogenous DER-A.     
 
Additionally, OMS DERWG wants again to highlight and ensure that additional supporting information is 
provided for MISO recommendations both to the DERTF and the MSC. MISO should provide clarity on 
when a recommendation is draft or final and clarity the process around providing comment. While some 
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supporting information was provided by MISO in the slide decks, there was insufficient detail to 
comment on MISO's ranking and relative assessment analysis. MISO has committed to do this work 
moving forward. But not providing that background for the recommendation in hand today and a 
recommendation which MISO will likely move forward with will need substantiation by the April 2022 
compliance filing (if not before). OMS DERWG requests that this assessment be provided at a near-term 
DERTF meeting.  
 
 Last, as noted above, OMS DERWG wants to ensure that we are evaluating and providing avenues for 
DER-As (whether utility managed or third party) to allow all attributes that they can provided to the 
market by creating workable frameworks that incent DER-As to participate.  MISO needs to create 
market participation options around the DER-A and ensure we are not attempting to fit DER-As into 
existing model products for ease. It is likely a phased approach will be required, and we need to ensure 
we are creating paths that can be adapted later.  
 
 
Geographic Scope:  
 
OMS DERWG is supportive of the approach MISO is taking, due to the limitations currently in place due 
to price and power flow oscillation issues experienced by MISO’s modeling. OMS DERWG wants to 
ensure we are not locking into a solution, and while we may use EP-node at this time, as we learn about 
DER-A's and as we gain experience both with DER-A and ESRs, we may need to reevaluate the 
effectiveness of the EP-Node approach and understand what is technically possible and needed to 
broaden the geographic scope of aggregations. We would ask that MISO articulate what system needs 
or software is needed and its cost, to move to a broader solution.   
 
Last, as noted above, there was insufficient detail to comment on MISO’s rankings (both what was 
ranked and how the options were assessed relative to each other). OMS DERWG requests that this 
assessment be provided at a near-term DERTF meeting.   


